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Abstract
Short-term load prediction is a key component of the daily operation and planning activities of an electric
utility.In this paper, the authors utilized the concept of Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) using the Kohonen's
self organizing feature map; which is back-propagating in nature. Historical data were used to train the ANN
with learning rate = 0.7 and momentum = 0.4. The proposed methodology enhances the adaptability of the
systemto sudden changes or special events. The model was tested using two of the seven feeders of the Obafemi
AwolowoUniversity electric network. The results of the simulation show empirically that the range of errors
observed is still within the tolerance level, as this is expected to improve the decision-making in terms of
distribution scheduling.

I.Introduction
Theelectricity supply industry requires to forecast
electricitydemand with lead times that range from
theshort term ( a few minutes, hours, or days ahead)
tolongterm (up to 20 years ahead). The quality of
shortterm hourly load forecasts has a significant
impacton the economic operation ofthe electricity
supply. Short terms forecast, in particular, have
become increasingly vital since the rise of the
ompetitiveenergy markets. Short term forecasting

ofelectrical load is important for optimum operation
planningof power generation facilities as it affects
bothsystem reliability and fuel consumption.
Thispaper examines the applicability of Artificial
leuralNetworks (ANN) to electrical load pattern

predictionand also explore ways of improving the
accuracyand reliability of short term electrical load
pattern forecasting. Accurate forecasting of
electricityand power demand determines the utility

matchits generation capabilities to the expected
requirements. Electric uti Iity operators for the
purposeof scheduling and dispatching generating
mitsneed short term forecasts. This is more so as it

veryvital for unit commitment, economic dispatch,
.drothermal co-ordination, and load management.
ccordingto Ackerman (2000), short run forecast

playsan important role in the day to day operations
ofautility, and it is typically used for optimizing

ternoperation and scheduling of hydro units and
otherpeaking plants such as gas turbines. The

regulationof the electric power system invariably
suits in demand elasticity and the need for

mprovedpower grid operation and management
min,200 I). Researchers have been working on

this topic for a long time and have proposed a lot of
strategies. Among them, time series, auto-regressive
models and various neural network paradigms have
found widespread acceptability in load forecasting.
However, because of the difficulty in deriving
mathematical models that approximate highly non-
linear load behaviours under all conditions, heuristic
forecasting are most often performed by dispatchers
and system operators. In Hippert, Pedriera and Souza
(200 I), the most popu lar models are sti II the linear
regression ones and the models that decompose the
load, usually into basic and weather dependent
components. In electrical engineering, load
forecasting have been tried out using most traditional
forecasting models and artificial intelligence
techniques and have become one of the major
research fields (Kher and Joshin, 2003).

(a) Artificial Neural Network and Electrical Load
Prediction

Neural network analysis is an Artificial Intelligence
(AI) approach to mathematical modeling. Neural
Networks are systems that are loosely patterned on
the human brain that can learn and discern patterns
in real world cond itions. According to Basu (1992),
Khotanzad et al (1997) and Kodogiannis and
Anagnostakis (1999); Artificial Neural Networks
(ANN) has caught a lot of attention due to their
outstanding ability to simulate arbitrarily linear and
non-linear systems. The accuracy for steady state
load prediction by ANN has been found satisfactory.
However, most of the approaches developed with
ANN do not consider highly atypical situation such


